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Abstract—Predicting the time required to address an issue
(i.e., a feature, bug ﬁx, or enhancement) has long been the goal
of many software engineering researchers. However, after an
issue has been addressed, it must be integrated into an ofﬁcial
release to become visible to users. In theory, issues should be
integrated into releases soon after they are addressed. Yet in
practice, the integration of an addressed issue might be delayed.
For instance, an addressed issue might be delayed in order to
assess the impact that it may have on the system as a whole.
While one can often speculate, it is not always clear why some
addressed issues are integrated immediately, while others are
delayed. In this paper, we empirically study the integration of
20,995 addressed issues from the ArgoUML, Eclipse, and Firefox
projects. Our results indicate that: (i) despite being addressed
well before the release date, the integration of 34% to 60% of
addressed issues in systems with traditional release cycle, and
98% of addressed issues in systems with rapid release cycle were
delayed by one or more releases; (ii) using information derived
from the addressed issues, we are able to accurately predict the
release in which an addressed issue will be integrated, achieving
a Receiver Operator Curve (ROC) area of above 0.74; and (iii)
the workload of integrators is the most inﬂuential factor in our
integration delay models. Our results indicate that integration
can introduce non-negligible delays that prevent addressed issues
from being delivered to users. Thus, solely focusing on the time
to address an issue is not enough to truly assess how long it takes
for users to see that the issue has been addressed in the software
system.

release as integration delay.
Although one can often speculate, it is not always clear why
an addressed issue would not be integrated into an upcoming
release. When the reasons for these integration delays are
unclear, users and contributors may become frustrated. For
example, on a recent Firefox issue, a stakeholder asked: “So
when does this stuff get added? Will it be applied to the next
FF23 beta? A 22.01 release? Otherwise?” [9].
To investigate why the integration of some addressed issues
is delayed, we perform an empirical study of 20,995 issues
collected from the ArgoUML, Eclipse, and Firefox projects.
We investigate how much delay addressed issues typically
have before integration. Furthermore, we investigate how often
addressed issues are integrated into the next upcoming release
and how often they are delayed. We then build prediction
models with two goals: (1) to accurately predict the integration
delay of an addressed issue, and (2) to understand the reasons
of the delayed integration of addressed issues. We address the
following three research questions:
RQ1: How long are addressed issues typically delayed by the
integration process?
The integration of 34% to 60% of addressed issues in the
studied systems with traditional release cycles (ArgoUML
and Eclipse) was delayed by at least one release, despite
being addressed well before of the ofﬁcial release date.
Furthermore, 98% of the addressed issues were delayed
by at least one release in the rapidly released Firefox
system.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Prior studies have explored several approaches to help
developers to estimate the time needed to address issues
(features, enhancements, and bug ﬁxes) [1–7]. Such studies are
useful for project managers who need to allocate development
resources effectively in order to deliver releases on time
without exceeding budgets.
On the other hand, users and contributors care most about
when an ofﬁcial release of a software system will include an
addressed issue. Although an issue may have been addressed,
it may not be integrated into an ofﬁcial release for some time.
Jiang et al. ﬁnd that after a change has taken 1-3 months
to complete the code review process, it takes an additional
1-3 months for that change to be integrated into the Linux
kernel [8]. In this paper, we refer to the time between when
an issue is addressed and when it is integrated into an ofﬁcial
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RQ2: Can we accurately predict when an addressed issue
will be integrated?
Yes, our models achieve a weighted average precision of
0.59 to 0.88 and a recall of 0.62 to 0.88, with Receiver
Operator Curve (ROC) areas above 0.74.
RQ3: What are the most inﬂuential attributes for estimating
integration delay?
Our models derived more of their explanatory power
from attributes that estimate the workload of the integration team at the time when an issue was addressed, rather
than from attributes such as the priority or severity of the
addressed issues.
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TABLE I: The dates and versions of the ﬁrst and last releases
considered in the study, along with the total number of
addressed issues and releases.
System
ArgoUML
Eclipse (JDT)
Firefox

First release
Date
version
18-08-2003
0.14
03-11-2003
2.1.2
05-06-2012
13

Last release
Date
Version
15-12-2011
0.34
12-02-2007
3.2.2
04-02-2014
27

No. of
issues
3121
3344
14530

No. of
releases
17
11
15

Paper organization. The remainder of the paper is organized
as follows. Section II describes the issue lifecycle. Section III
presents our empirical study by describing the studied systems,
research questions, and results. Section IV discusses the threats
to the validity of our conclusions. Section V positions our work
with respect to previous studies. Section VI draws conclusions
and proposes avenues for future work.

Fig. 1: Database construction overview. First, the issue IDs and
releases information are extracted from release notes. Then,
the issues are extracted from ITSs. The extracted issues and
releases are matched, and the respective information are stored
into a relational database.

II. BACKGROUND & D EFINITIONS

policy. Releasing every few weeks is typically referred to as
a rapid release cycle, while releasing monthly or yearly is
typically referred to as a traditional release cycle [14].

One of the main factors that drives software evolution
are the issues that is ﬁled by users, developers, and quality
assurance personnel. Below we describe what issues are and
the major steps involved in addressing and integrating them.
We use the term issue to broadly refer to bug reports,
enhancements, and feature requests. Issues can be ﬁled by
users, developers, or quality assurance personnel. To track
development progress, software teams use an Issue Tracking
System, such as Bugzilla or JIRA to describe the status of
issues.
Each issue in an ITS has a unique identiﬁer, a brief
description of the nature of the issue, and a variety of other
metadata. Large software projects receive a plenty of issue
reports everyday. For example, Mozilla and Eclipse received
an average of 170 and 120 new issue reports daily from
January to July 2009, respectively [10]. The number of ﬁled
issues is usually greater than the size of the development
team. After an issue has been ﬁled, project managers and team
leaders triage them, i.e., assign them to developers, denoting
the urgency of the issue using priority and severity ﬁelds [11].
After being triaged, issues are then addressed, i.e., solutions
to the described issues are provided by developers. Generally
speaking, an issue may be in an open or closed status.
An issue is marked as open when a solution has not yet
been found. We consider UNCONFIRMED, CONFIRMED
and IN PROGRESS as open statuses. An issue is considered
closed when a solution has been found. Usually, a resolution is
provided with a closed issue. For instance, if a developer made
code changes to address an issue, the status and resolution
combination should be RESOLVED-FIXED. However, if the
developer was not able to reproduce the bug, then the status
and resolution may be RESOLVED-WORKSFORME [12].
The lifecycle of the issues is available on the Bugzilla website
[13].
Finally, addressed issues must be integrated into an ofﬁcial
release in order to make them available to users. The releases
that contain such addressed issues could be made available
every few weeks or months, depending on the project release

III. E MPIRICAL STUDY
In this section, we describe the studied systems, explain how
the data was collected, and present the results of our empirical
study with respect to our three research questions.
A. Studied Systems
To study when addressed issues are integrated into releases, we analyze one rapidly-releasing (Firefox) and two
traditionally-releasing open source systems (ArgoUML and
Eclipse). ArgoUML [15] is a UML modeling tool that includes
support for all standard UML 1.4 diagrams. Eclipse [16] is a
popular open-source IDE, of which we study the JDT core
subsystem. Firefox is a popular web browser [17].
Table I shows the total number of collected issues and the
considered releases in our empirical study. We focus our study
on the releases for which we could recover a list of issue
IDs from the release notes. We collected a total of 20,995
issue reports from the three studied systems. Each issue report
corresponds to an issue that was addressed and could be
mapped directly to a release.
In addition, we wish to compare a rapidly-releasing system
to traditionally-releasing systems. Hence, we study Firefox,
which has followed a rapid, 6-week release cycle since March
2011. Although ArgoUML and Eclipse both follow traditional
release cycles, there is a longer interval between ArgoUML
releases (median of 26 weeks) than Eclipse releases (median
of 16 weeks).
B. Database Construction
Figure 1 provides an overview of our database construction
approach. We create a relational database describing the integration of addressed issues in the studied systems. To do so,
we collect data from two sources. We brieﬂy describe each
source, and the data that we collect from it below.
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integration was delayed by one, two, or three or more releases,
respectively. Figure 2 shows the distributions of the addressed
issues among the classes for each studied system. Figure 2
shows that ArgoUML has the highest percentage of addressed
issues that fall into the next class (71%), whereas next accounts for only 2% and 38% of addressed issues in Firefox
and Eclipse, respectively. We chose the last change to the
RESOLVED-FIXED status of an issue as the moment when
the issue was addressed. For instance, in case an issue changed
from RESOLVED-FIXED to REOPENED, and changed to the
RESOLVED-FIXED status again, we say that the issue was
addressed at the last change to the RESOLVED-FIXED status.
Also, we use the RESOLVED-FIXED status rather than the
VERIFIED-FIXED status because we found that all of the
issues that are mapped to releases went through RESOLVEDFIXED before being integrated, while only a small percentage
went through VERIFIED-FIXED. For instance, only 17% of
addressed issues in Firefox went through the VERIFIEDFIXED status. We focus on issues that were resolved as
FIXED because they involve changes to the source and/or test
code [12].

Fig. 2: Distribution of issues for each project

Release notes. In order to identify the release that an addressed issue was integrated into, we ﬁrst analyze the release
notes of the studied systems. A release note is a document that
describes the content of a release. For instance, a release note
might provide information about the improvements included in
a release (with respect to prior releases), the ﬁxed issues, and
the known problems. Eclipse, ArgoUML, and Firefox publish
their release notes on their respective websites [18–20].
Unfortunately, release notes may not mention all of the
addressed issues that have been integrated into a release.
This limitation hinders the investigation of issues that were
addressed but have not been integrated, because we cannot
claim that, an issue not listed in a release note, was not
integrated. However, the issues that are listed in a release note
have certainly been integrated. Thus, we chose to use release
notes despite their incompleteness to identify integrated issues
in order to reduce the noise in our dataset, i.e., the release
where we claim an issue has been integrated, is almost
certainly correct.
To retrieve the list of addressed issues that have been
integrated into Eclipse and Firefox, we wrote a script to extract
the listed issue IDs from the release notes and insert them into
our database. The retrieved issue IDs are then used to collect
issue reports from the corresponding ITSs. In our database,
we also stored the dates and versions of the releases.
Issue Tracking Systems. Not all release notes from ArgoUML
list the issues that were addressed in that ofﬁcial release, and
when they do, only a few issues are listed (e.g., 1-4) [21].
Hence, we rely on the ITS in order to map addressed issues
to releases. We used the milestone ﬁeld indicated in the issue
reports to approximate the release that an issue was integrated
into. Development milestones are counted towards the next
ofﬁcial releases. For instance, the development milestones
0.33.7 [22] is counted towards the ofﬁcial release 0.34 [18].
Integration delay classiﬁcation. In our study, we divide the
collected issue reports into four classes: next, after-1, after2, and after-3-or-more. The next class contains addressed
issues that are integrated immediately. The after-1, after-2,
and after-3-or-more classes contain addressed issues whose

C. Results
RQ1: How long are addressed issues typically delayed by the
integration process?
Motivation. Users and contributors care most about when an
addressed issue will be integrated in an ofﬁcial release rather
than when it is initially addressed. We observed that some
addressed issues are integrated in the next release, while others
are delayed. It is not clear why some addressed issues take
more time to be integrated than others. In RQ1, we investigate
the delay between when an issue is addressed and when it is
integrated. In order to better understand integration delays in
each studied system, we also investigate if the delays differ
between rapid and traditional release cycles. The analysis of
RQ1 is our ﬁrst step toward understanding why integration
delays differs among addressed issues.
Approach. We compute the integration delay of an addressed
issue as shown in Figure 3. We ﬁrst collect the time when the
resolution status of each issue changed to RESOLVED-FIXED
from the ITS. To determine the moment of integration, we
analyze the release notes of each project. Finally, we count
the number of releases that occurred between the time when
an issue status changed to the RESOLVED-FIXED and the
release that it was integrated into.
Results. Addressed issues are usually delayed in a rapid
release cycle. Figure 4 shows the difference between the
studied systems regarding the time interval between their
releases. The median time in days for Firefox (42 days) is
approximately 14 that of ArgoUML (180 days) and 13 that
of Eclipse (112 days). Unlike for Eclipse and Firefox, the
distribution for ArgoUML is skewed. In addition, Figure 2
shows that the vast majority of addressed issues for Firefox are
integrated after-2 releases, whereas for Eclipse and ArgoUML,
the majority are integrated in the next release. The reason for
the difference may be the release policies followed in each
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Fig. 3: Integration delay is computed by counting the releases that occur between when an issue status changes to
RESOLVED-FIXED and the the date of the release note that
lists that issue.
Fig. 5: Distribution of days between when an issue was
addressed and the next missed release divided by the release
window time.

Addressing Stage metric (AS) for each issue. The AS metric
to next release
is calculated using the following equation: days
,
release window
where days to next release is the number of days when an issue
is addressed before the next release (e.g., the time between t3
to t4 in Figure 3), and the release window is the time in days
between the next upcoming release and the respective previous
release (e.g., t4 to t2). An AS value close to 1 means that an
issue was addressed too close to the next release, whereas a
value close to 0 means that an issue was addressed at the
beginning of a release cycle. Figure 5 shows the distribution
of the AS metric for each project. The smallest AS median
is observed for Eclipse, which is 0.45. For ArgoUML and
Firefox, the median is 0.52 and 0.53, respectively. The AS
medians are roughly in the middle of the release. Moreover,
the boxes extend to cover between 0.25 and 0.75. The result
suggests that, in the studied projects, delayed issues are usually
addressed 14 to 34 of the way through a release. Hence, it is
unlikely that most addressed issues miss the next release solely
because they were addressed too close to an upcoming release
date.
The integration of 34% to 60% of the addressed issues
in the traditionally releasing systems and 98% in the
rapidly releasing system were delayed by one or more
releases. Furthermore, we ﬁnd that many delayed issues
were addressed well before releases from which they were
omitted from.

Fig. 4: Delays in days between releases of ArgoUML, Eclipse,
and Firefox. The number shown over each boxplot is the
median interval

project. For example, Figure 4, shows that Firefox releases
consistently every 42 days (six weeks), whereas the times
between ArgoUML releases vary from 50 to 220 days. The
consistency of Firefox releases may lead to more delayed
issues, since they rigidly adhere to a six-week release schedule
despite accumulating issues that could not be integrated.
34% to 60% of addressed issues in the traditional
release cycle systems were delayed by one or more releases.
Figure 2 shows that 98% of the addressed issues in Firefox
are delayed by one or more releases. Firefox is expected to
have delayed issues due its rapid release cycles. However,
98% is still a considerably large percentage. Furthermore, even
for the systems that adopt a more traditional release cycle,
34% (ArgoUML) to 60% (Eclipse) of the addressed issues are
delayed by one or more releases. This result indicates that even
though an issue is addressed, integration could be delayed by
one or more releases.
Many delayed issues were addressed well before releases
from which they were omitted. Addressed issues could be
delayed from integration because they were addressed late
in the release cycle, e.g., one day or one week before the
upcoming release date. In order to compare the rapid and
traditional release cycles regarding whether delayed issues
are addressed late in the release schedule, we computed the

RQ2: Can we accurately predict when an addressed issue
will be integrated?
Motivation. Several studies proposed approaches to investigate the time required to address an issue [2–7]. These
studies could help to estimate when an issue will be addressed.
However, we ﬁnd that integration delays when an addressed
issue will be delivered to users. Even though several issues are
addressed well before the next release date, their integration is
delayed. For users and contributors, however, knowing the release in which an addressed issue will be integrated is of great
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TABLE II: Attributes used to predict the integrated release of an addressed
Dimension
Reporter

Attributes

Value

Experience

Numeric

Delay
of
previously
addressed issues

Numeric

Component

Nominal

Platform

Nominal

Severity

Nominal

Priority

Nominal

Description Size

Numeric

Project

Integration
Workload

Numeric

Process

Number of Impacted Files

Numeric

Number of Activities

Numeric

Number of Comments

Numeric

Number
Tosses

of

Numeric

Comment Interval

Numeric

Churn

Numeric

Issue

Deﬁnition (d)|Rationale (r)
d: Experience in ﬁling reports for the project. It is measured by the number of
previously reported issues of a reporter.
r: An issue reported by an experienced reporter might be integrated quickly.
d: Measured by the median of the integration delays of previous issues that were
reported.
r: If previously addressed issues were integrated quickly for a reporter, future issues
reported by the same reporter may also be integrated quickly.
d: The component speciﬁed in the issue report.
r: Issues related to a given component (e.g., authentication) might be more important,
and thus, might be integrated prior to issues in less important components.
d: The platform speciﬁed in the issue report.
r: Issues regarding one platform (e.g., MS Windows) might be integrated prior to
issues in less important platforms.
d: The severity of the issue.
r: Issues with higher severity levels (e.g., blocking) might be integrated faster than
other issues. Panjer observed that the severity of an issue has a large effect on its
lifetime for Eclipse project [23].
d: The priority of the issue.
r: Higher priority issues will likely be integrated before lower priority issues.
d: Description of the issue measured by the number of the words.
r: Issues that are well-described might be more easy to integrate than issues that are
difﬁcult to understand.
d: The number of issues in the RESOLVED-FIXED state at a given time.
r: Having a large number of addressed issues at a given time might create a high
workload on integrators, and may affect the number of addressed issues that are
integrated.
d: The number of ﬁles linked to an issue report.
r: An integration delay might be related to a high number of impacted ﬁles because
more effort would be required to properly integrate the modiﬁcations [8].
d: An activity is an entry in the issue’s history.
r: A high number of activities might indicate that much work was necessary to
address the issue, which can impact the integration of the issue into a release. [8].
d: The number of comments of an issue report.
r: A large number of comments might indicate the importance of an issue or the
difﬁculty to understand an it [3], which might impact the integration delay. [8].
d: The number of times the assignee has changed.
r: The number of changes in the issue assignee might indicate a complex issue to
address or a difﬁculty in understanding the issue, which can impact the integration
delay. One of the reasons for changing the assigned developer is because additional
expertise may be required to address the issue [8, 24].
d: The sum of all of the time intervals between comments (measured in hours) divided
by the total number of comments.
r: A short comment time interval indicates that an active discussion took place, which
suggests that the issue is important. [8].
d: The sum of the added lines and removed lines in the code repository.
r: A higher churn suggests that a great amount of work was required to address the
issue, and hence, verifying the impact of integrating the modiﬁcations may also be
difﬁcult [8, 25].

interest. In RQ2, we investigate if we can accurately predict
the release in which an addressed issue will be integrated. The
prediction could estimate for users and contributors when an
addressed issue will likely be integrated.
Approach. In order to predict when an addressed issue will
be integrated, we collected information from both ITSs and
VCSs of the studied systems. We build models using metrics
from four dimensions: reporter, issue, project, and history. We
brieﬂy describe each dimension below.
• Reporter dimension refers to information related to the
reputation of an issue reporter. Issues reported by a
reporter who is known to report important issues may
receive more attention from the integration team.
• Issue dimension refers to the information provided about
reported issues. Project team use this information to

triage, address, and integrate issues. For example, integrators may not be able to properly assess the importance
and impact of poorly described issues, which may, in turn,
lead to integration delays.
• Project dimension refers to the status of the project
when a speciﬁc issue is addressed. If the project team
has a heavy integration workload i.e., many addressed
issues waiting to be integrated, the integration of newly
addressed issues may be delayed.
• Process dimension refers to information related to the
process of addressing an issue. An addressed issue that
involved a complex process (e.g., long comment threads,
large code changes) could be difﬁcult to understand and
integrate.
Table II describes the information that we collected in each
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high recall for next (0.66). ROC area weighted averages are
above 0.74 in all of the studied systems, which indicate that
our model predictions are better than random guessing (ROC
of 0.5). In summary, the models obtained a weighted average
precision of 0.59 to 0.88 and a recall of 0.62 to 0.88. Although
there is a room for improvement, our models provide a sound
starting point for predicting the release that an addressed issue
will be integrated into.
Our models achieve better F-measure values than ZeroR. We compared our models to Zero-R models as a baseline.
For all test instances, Zero-R selects the class that contains
the majority of the instances. Hence, the recall for the class
containing the majority of instances is 1.0. We compared the Fmeasure of our models to the F-measure of Zero-R models. We
chose to compare to the F-measure values because precision
and recall are very skewed for Zero-R. For Firefox, Zero-R has
an F-measure of 0.95 for the class after-2, which was equal
to our model. For Eclipse, Zero-R always selects next and
achieves an F-measure of 0.58 while our model achieves 0.68.
Finally, for ArgoUML, Zero-R selects always next with 0.84,
whereas our model achieves 0.91. The results show that our
models yield better F-measure values than naive techniques
like Zero-R or random prediction (ROC = 0.5) in the majority
of cases.
Our models outperform naive techniques such as ZeroR and random prediction, achieving an ROC area of at
least 0.74.

dimension. Henceforth, we refer to the collected information
as attributes. For each attribute, Table II presents the type and
the rationale behind its use in our models.
Prediction technique. We train our models using the random
forest technique [26], which is known to have a good overall
prediction accuracy and to be robust to outliers as well as noisy
data. Model robustness is important for our study because the
data in the ITSs are ﬁled with subjective criteria and tend
to be noisy [27]. In our study, we use the random forest
implementation provided by the bigrf R package [28]. To build
and test the prediction model, we use a 10-fold cross-validation
and 100 trees in each forest.
Evaluation metrics. We use precision, recall, F-measure, and
ROC area to evaluate our models. We describe each metric
below.
Precision (P) measures the correctness of our models in
predicting the release delay of an addressed issue. A prediction
is considered correct if the predicted integration delay is
the same as the actual integration delay it had. Precision is
computed as the proportion of correctly predicted integration
delays for each class (e.g., next, after-1).
Recall (R) measures the completeness of a model. A model
is considered complete if all of the addressed issues that were
integrated in a given release r are predicted to appear in r.
Recall is computed as the proportion of issues that actually
appear in a release r that were correctly predicted as such.
F-measure (F) is the harmonic mean of precision and
×R
recall, i.e., ( 2×P
P +R ). F-measure combines the inversely related
precision and recall values into a single descriptive statistic.
ROC area is used to evaluate the degree of discrimination
achieved by the model. The ROC area is the area below the
curve plotting the true positive rate against false positive rate.
The value of ROC area ranges between 0 (worst) and 1 (best).
An area greater than 0.5 indicates that the prediction model
outperforms a random predictor. We computed the ROC area
for a given class c (e.g., next) on a binary basis. In other words,
the probabilities of the instances were analyzed as pertaining
to a given class c or not for each class. Therefore, each class
has its own ROC area value.
Results. Our prediction models achieve a weighted average
precision between 0.59 to 0.88 and a recall between 0.62
to 0.88, with ROC areas of above 0.74. Figure 6 shows the
precision, recall, F-measure, and ROC area of the prediction
models. The boxplots represent the distributions of the 10 folds
that were run for each class. Note that the highest precisions
for ArgoUML and Eclipse were for next class (median of
0.97 and 0.69 respectively), whereas after-2 had the highest
precision in Firefox (median of 0.99). The classes with the
highest precision values are also the ones with the majority
of instances. In Firefox, the vast majority of the instances are
in the after-2 class, which may explain the low precisions for
the other classes. On the other hand, recall values are higher
for classes whose instances are a minority. For example, the
highest medians for recall in ArgoUML are for after-2 and
after-3-or-more, whereas in Firefox the highest medians are for
next and after-3-or-more. Eclipse models also have a relatively

RQ3: What are the most inﬂuential attributes for estimating
integration delay?
Motivation. In RQ2, we found that our models can accurately
predict the integration delay of addressed issues. To build the
models, we use attributes collected from ITSs and VCSs. As
described in Table II, the attributes measure different dimensions related to the addressed issues. In RQ3, we investigate
which attributes are inﬂuential in determining whether the
integration of an addressed issue will be delayed.
Approach. To identify the most inﬂuential attributes that
estimate integration delay of an addressed issue, we compute
variable importance for each attribute in our models. The
variable importance implementation we use in our study is
from the bigrf package available in R [28]. This implementation computes the importance of an attribute based on Out
Of the Bag (OOB) estimates. Each attribute of the dataset is
randomly permuted in the OOB data. Then, the average a of
the differences between the votes for the correct class in the
permuted OOB and the original OOB is computed. The result
of a is the importance of an attribute. The ﬁnal output of the
variable importance is a rank of the attributes indicating their
importance for the model. Hence, if a speciﬁc attribute has the
highest rank, then it is the most inﬂuential attribute that the
prediction model is using to model integration delay.
Results. The integrator workload has a bigger inﬂuence on
integrator delay than the other attributes. By integrators we
refer to team members that are responsible for integration tasks
[8, 29, 30]. Figure 7 shows the distribution of the variable
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(a) ArgoUML

(b) Eclipse

(c) FireFox

Fig. 6: The performance of our random forest classiﬁers.

(a) ArgoUML

(b) Eclipse

(c) Firefox

Fig. 7: Distributions of variable importance values computed for the 10 folds that were run to train the models.
In Firefox, component is the most inﬂuential attribute. To
better understand why component is considered inﬂuential,
we counted how many addressed issues that are in each
component. Figure 8 shows the top 7 Firefox components,
each having more than 400 addressed issues. We analyzed the
proportion of delayed integration in these top 7 components.
Figure 8 shows that, for classes next and after-1 the majority of
issues are related to the General component, whereas for after2 and after-3-or-more the majority are related to the Javascript
engine component. Addressed issues related to the General
component may be easy to integrate, whereas issues related
to the Javascript Engine may require more careful analysis
before integration.

Fig. 8: The spread of issues among Firefox components. The
darker the colors, the smaller the proportion of issues that
impact that component.

Severity and priority have little inﬂuence on issue integration delay. Users and contributors of software projects
can denote the importance of an issue using the priority and
severity ﬁelds. Previous studies have shown that priority and
severity have little inﬂuence on bug ﬁxing time [27, 31]. For
example, while an issue might be severe or of high priority, it
might be complex and would take a long time to ﬁx. However,
in the integration context, we expect that priority and severity
would play a bigger role, since the issue has already been
addressed. One would expect that integrators would try to

importance values computed for the 10-folds of our models.
The result shows that workload is one of the most inﬂuential
attributes for estimating the integration delay of an addressed
issue. This ﬁnding holds for both the rapid and the traditional
release cycles. This result conﬁrms the intuition that issues
that were addressed during periods of high integration activity
are more likely to be delayed.
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(a) ArgoUML Priority

(b) Eclipse Priority

(c) Firefox Priority

(d) Eclipse Severity

(e) Firefox Severity

Fig. 9: The percentage of priority and severity levels in each issue class. We expect to see light colour in the upper left
corner of these graphs, indicating that high priority/severity issues are integrated rapidly. Surprinsingly, we are not seeing
such a pattern in our datasets.
fast-track the integration of such high priority and severe
issues. For instance, according to Eclipse guidelines for ﬁling
issue reports, priority value P1 is used for serious issues and
speciﬁes that the existence of a P1 issue should prevent a
release from shipping [32]. Hence, it is surprising that priority
and severity play such a small role in determining the release
in which an issue will appear in.
We performed an additional analysis to investigate how
integration delays are related to priority and severity among
the studied projects and why they had such little inﬂuence in
our models. Figure 9 shows the percentage of issues with a
given priority (y-axis) in a given delay class (x-axis). Note that
the integration of 36% to 97% of priority P1 addressed issues
were delayed for at least one release, whereas the percentages
for P2 were 32% to 96%. In ArgoUML, while the majority of
priority P1 issues (64%) were integrated in the next release,
36% of them were delayed by at least one release. For Firefox,
97% of the P1 issues and 96% of the blocker issues were
delayed by at least one release. Finally, for Eclipse, 57% of
P1 issues and 49% of blocker issues were delayed by at least
one release. Hence, our data shows that, in the context of
issue integration, priority and severity have little inﬂuence on
integration delay.

be a reasonable classiﬁcation, a different classiﬁcation may
yield different results. Also, the attributes that we considered
in our prediction models are not exhaustive. The addition
of other attributes would likely improve model performance.
Nonetheless, our models performed well compared to random
prediction and Zero-R models with the current set of attributes
and dependent variable segmentation.
External Validity. External threats are concerned with our
ability to generalize our results. In our work, we investigated
three open source projects. Although the projects that we
considered in our study are of different sizes and domains,
and prescribing to different release policies, our ﬁndings may
not generalize to other systems. Replication of this work in
a large set of systems is required in order to arrive at more
general conclusions.
V. R ELATED WORK
Estimating the effort and time required to address an issue
has become an important project planning activity. To assist
developers and project managers in this regard, several studies
have proposed different approaches to estimate effort and time
required to triage and to address issues [1–7, 33]. In each of the
following subsections, we describe prior work about triaging,
addressing, and integrating issues.

The integrator workload plays a major role in estimating
the integration delay in the three studied projects. Priority
and severity have little inﬂuence in estimating integration
delay. Indeed, 36% to 97% of top priority (P1) addressed
issues were delayed by at least one release.

A. Triaging Issues
Triaging issues is the process of deciding which issues have
to be addressed, and assigning the appropriate developer to
them [11]. This decision depends of several factors, such as
the impact of the issue on the software, or how much effort is
required to address the issue. Projects usually receive a high
number of issue reports. Issue reports come from a diverse
audience that is usually larger than the developer team. Hence,
effective triaging of issue reports is an important means of
keeping up with user demands.
Hooimeijer and Weimer [33] built a model to classify
whether or not an issue report will be “cheap” or “expensive”
to triage by measuring the quality of the report. Based on their
ﬁndings, the authors state that the effort required to maintain
a software system could be reduced by ﬁltering out reports
that are “expensive” to triage. Saha et al. [34] studied long
lived issues, i.e., issues that were not addressed for more than
one year. They found that the time to assign a developer and

IV. T HREATS TO VALIDITY
Interval validity. The internal threat to validity is concerned
with the ability to draw conclusions from the relation between
the independent and dependent variables. The main threat in
this regard is the representativeness of the data. Although
Firefox and Eclipse report the list of addressed issues in their
release notes, we do not know how complete this list truly is.
Moreover, the method that we use to map the addressed issues
to releases in ArgoUML is based on the target milestone
which may contain noise. Nonetheless, our Firefox and Eclipse
results are based on addressed issues that we are sure have
been integrated in the denoted releases.
We segmented the dependent variable into four classes: next,
after-1, after-2, and after-3-or-more. Although, we found it to
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address such issues is approximately two years. Our work
complements these prior studies by investigating the time to
integrate issues once they are addressed.

decision tree models and conducted top node analysis. Among
the attributes studied, developer experience, patch maturity,
and prior subsystem are found to play a major role in patch
acceptance and integration time. Similar to Jiang et al. [8], we
also investigate the integration of addressed issues. However,
we focus on the integration delay of issues that have been
addressed.

B. Addressing Issues
Once an issue is properly triaged, the assigned developer
starts to address it. To estimate the time required to address
issues, some approaches used the similarity of an issue to
existing issues [6, 7], while others built prediction models
using different machine learning techniques [2, 3, 5, 23]. Kim
and Whitehead [4] computed the time taken to address issues
in ArgoUML and PostgreSQL. They found that the median
issue-ﬁx time is about 200 days. Guo et al. [10] used logistic
regression model to predict the probability that an new issue
will be ﬁxed. The authors trained the model on Windows Vista
issues and achieved a precision of 0.68 and recall of 0.64 when
predicting Windows 7 issue reports. These approaches focus
on estimating the time required to address an issue. In our
study, however, we investigated in which release an addressed
issue will be integrated.
Recent empirical studies assess the relationship between
the attributes used to build models for estimating bug ﬁx
time. Bhattacharya and Neamtiu [35] performed univariate and
multivariate regression analyses to capture the signiﬁcance of
four features in issue reports. Their results indicate that more
independent variables are required to build better prediction
models. Herraiz et al. [27] studied the mean time to close
issues reported in Eclipse, and how the severity and priority
levels of the issues affect this time. In their study, the authors
used one way analysis of variance to group the different
priority and severity levels used in Eclipse. Based on their
result, the authors suggest to reduce the severity and priority
options to three levels. Zhang et al. [36] investigated the delays
incurred by developers in the issue addressing process. To
do such analyses, they extract the beginning and ending time
of an issue addressing activity from interaction logs. Using
the collected information they analyzed delays in the issue
addressing process. In their analysis, they investigated the
impact of three dimensions related to issues: issue reports,
source code involved in the issue, and code changes that are
required to address the bug. They found that metrics such
as severity, operating system, description of the issue, and
comments are likely to impact the delays in starting to address
the issue and changing the status to RESOLVED. Similar to
Zhang et al. [36], we used attributes related to issue reports to
build prediction models in order to understand which attributes
play an important role in the prediction. In addition, we
investigate why severity and priority levels are not relevant
to distinguish issue reports that are addressed and integrated
in a release prior to others.

VI. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
Once an issue is addressed, what users and code contributors
most care about is when the software is going to reﬂect the
addressed issue, i.e., when the integration occurs. However,
we observed that the integration of several addressed issues
was delayed for several releases. In this context, it is not clear
why certain addressed issues take longer to be integrated than
others. Hence, we performed an empirical study of 20,995
issues from the ArgoUML, Eclipse and Firefox projects. In
our study, we:
• found that despite being addressed well before of an
upcoming release, 34% to 60% of the addressed issues
were delayed by more than one release in ArgoUML and
Eclipse. Furthermore, 98% of Firefox issues were delayed
by at least one release.
• built models to predict the integration delay of an addressed issue. Our models achieved a weighted average
ROC area of at least 0.74. Our models outperform baseline random and Zero-R models.
• computed the variable importance to understand what
attributes are the most important in our models of integration delay. The integrator workload is found to be
the most important attribute when estimating integration
delay. Surprisingly, we found that Priority and severity
have little impact on our models. Indeed, 36% to 97% of
priority P1 addressed issues were delayed by at least one
release.
Our work provides some initial insight as to why some
addressed issues are integrated prior to others. Our results
suggest that more work is needed to understand and facilitate
the activities of integration teams. For instance, the workload
of the integrators is an important indicator of integration delay.
It is important to improve the integration step of a release
cycle, since the availability of an addressed issue in a release is
what users and contributors care most about. Our models could
also be used to give an estimation for users and contributors
about when an addressed issue will be integrated from the
time when it is addressed.
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